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Abstract

ence, the performance

In the future, advanced integrated circuit processing and packaging
tecbnolog y will allow for several design options for multiprocessor
microprocessors. In this paper we consider three architectures:
shared-primary cache, shared-secondary cache, and shared-memory. We evaluate these three architectures using a complete system
simulation environment which models the CPU, memory hierarchy
and I/O devices in sufficient detail to boot and run a commercial
operating system. Within our simulation environment, we measure
performance using representative hand and compiler generated parallel applications, and a multiprogramming workload. Our results
show that when applications exhhk fine-grained sharing, both
shared-primary and shared-secondary architectures perform similarly when the full costs of sharing the primary cache are included.
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the size of

disjoint

from the

sets of the other processors. For the results in this paper we

algorithm

rithm.

that implements

using a very efficient
[12]. The parallel

a parallel

technique

algorithm

uses a image based
a portion

There are three steps to the parallel

In the first step a lookup

table is computed

shading the voxels (volume

elements),

cessor computes

of the intermediate

a portion

tiguous scan lines that intersect

of

algo-

in parallel

for

in the second step each proimage by selecting

tasks from a task queue. Each task entails computing
the portion

voxels of con-

of the assigned portion

of the intermediate

image. In the last step, the intermediate

warped in parallel.

To minimize

dynamic

volume

called shear-

in which each processor computes

the final image in parallel.

load imbalance,

image is

the algorithm

task stealing among the processors. The application

uses
uses a

1283 voxel medical data set with a task size of two scanlines. The
small task size is selected to maximize processor data sharing and
minimize

synchronization

3.2.2

Compiler

time.

Parallelized

of applications

data dependencies,
procedural

is fine-grained.
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technology

algorithms

allows

compiler

parallelized

and C pointer

the compiler

and array privatization

of data dependence

to perform

array privatization.

grams use pointers

and pointers

aliases prevent parallelization

over

work areas in

make these loops parallel

loop an independent

amount

analysis. Intermakes it possi-

loops that use arrays as temporary

each parallel

[1].

analysis of

to find parallelism

the body of the loop. Array privatization
significant

have extended the

for interprocedural

array privatization

analysis

ble to parallelize

compiler

Applications

that can be successfully

wide regions of the program

by giving
from

flow

The ocean is divided

use an input data set that has 130 x 130 grid points.

range

have been developed

The majority

application

currents on the large-scale

with its neighbors

of the subgrid. Each processor’s

These advances include
Most parallel

parallel

three

the OS boot time.

Hand-ParaUelized

and 20 time

into a n x n grid and each processor is assigned a square sub-grid.
Each processor communicates

Recent advances in parallel

3.2.1

perIn our

suite [26]. Ocean simulates

solver method.

Volpack is a graphics application

the system.

microprocessor

optimized

benchmark

of eddy and boundary

warp factorization

be used in both high-performance

with 35,000 particles

and highly

in the ocean using a multigrid

task decomposition
expect a multiprocessor

multiprocessors.

of

Applications

We would

for vector machines

steps.

rendering

3.2

but could serve as an exam-

written

is over four orders of

to the SimOS processor model

drives it. Processor memory

patterns are very

in nature. As such, it is not considered

parallel

Ocean is a well written

and interfaces

system because it was writ-

to be a well-tuned

references to the memory

and is

in [22]. MP3D

ten with vector rather than parallel processors in mind. The conmm-

ple of how applications

all user and

application

described

with a one cycle result

slower than Embra.

The cache and memory

simulator

places heavy demands on the memory

that is part of the SPLASH2
pletely

particle

benchmarks

interprets

scheduling,

references.

the

of the execution

slower than Embra. Mipsy

and a one cycle repeat rate. Mlpsy

privileged

techniques

system and positioning

so we can focus on interesting

time. The medium

latency

translation

copy of the array. A

analysis
Aliases

is required

for a

occur since C pro-

can refer to the same object. Such
and without

further

information

the

compiler must assume all pointers are aliases of each other. Using C
pointer analysis, the compiler is able to identify the pointer aliases
that acturdly occur in the program.
tial for parallelization

This greatly increases the poten-

In our experiments

we use two SPEC92 floating

that have been parallelized
Format

(SUIF)

compiler

by the Stanford

using vector-like
biguation

compiler

analysis, but ear requires pointer

in order to detect the parallelism.

disam-

and interprocedural

analysis

Using these techniques,

over 90%

time of these programs

can be paralleliied

of interest in this investigation.

the CPU time. The speed of the load-linked
memory

by the

ing.

The time spent

for a spin lock or for barrier synchronization
operations

used to implement

tives affects the amount

The FFT kernel can be parallelized

because it is a C application

of the execution

from

that models the inner ear, whfie the FFT

in FORTRAN.

tem; the component
waiting

Intermediate

system [2]: ear and the FFT kernel

nasa7. Ear is a C program
kernel is written

point benchmarks

Universi~

Consequently,

hierarchy

which

these synchronization

of time the processors

the

level

of

is included

data

primi-

spend synchroniz-

sharing

in

affects the speed of these memory

the load balance in the application

in

and store-conditional

the memory
operations

and

changes the amount of CPU time

shown in the graphs.

SUIF compiler.
To provide
The parallel

behavior

grams varies widely.

In FFT the compiler

that are parallelized
larity

across procedure

of parallelism

short running
iteration;

of the two automatically

is fairly

consequently,

pro-

is able to find outer loops

boundaries

large. However,

loops that perform

parallelized

so that the granu-

ear consists of very

a small amount of work per loop

it is has an extremely

small grain size.

insight

into application

data on the working

Multiprogramming

fied L2 cache for all three architectures.
broken

into two compmenks

increasing

uses of multiprocessor

the throughput

of a multiprogramming

consists of both user activity
compute environment
[18]. The Modified
compile

and OS activity.

we use a program

consists of the compile

Andrew

that install

that

workload

Andrew

that

posed

capacity

of cold,

and conflict

hierarchy

at which

make utility

of sharing

These misses. are

of the cache and the level of the memthe processors

in the architecture,

affect the number

misses.

L2R)

misses are com-

share data. Invalidation

and are most affected by the level
although

the cache line

of false sharing misses. All

size will

the cache miss rates

we present are local miss rates: they are measured as misses per reference to the cache.

Benchmark

uses the gcc compiler

eliminates

to

4.1

Hand ParaUelized

Applications

the two phases of the

the object files in a library

object files. We use a parallel

be for

workload

development

benchmark

will

To model this type of

phase of the Modified

17 files. Our benchmark

benchmark

architectures

miss rate (LIR,

miss rate (L II, L21). Replacement

misses are due to communication
One of the main

of the applica-

Each cache miss rate is

replacement

and invalidation

ory

and OS Workload

we present miss rate

tions. We break down the miss rates for the L1 data cache and uni-

affected by the organization

3.2.3

behavior

set and sharing characteristics

and delete the

that allows up to four
H

Memory Cont.

are launched at a time.

::

L2 Cache Stall

4

~

L2 Cache Cont.

~

L1 DCache Stall

❑

L1 lCache Stall

❑

CPU

compilation

processes to run at a time. llvo

of these parallel

makes

Results

In this section, we present the results for the three architectures
ning the applications
all

described

results

for

model.

These results

in Section

seven of the applications
are simple

model stalls for all memory

architecture

avoid penalizing
blocking

for the latency

caches or dynamic

the effect of these latency

the MXS

we use the MXS

simulator

working-set

scheduling.

for this is to
of non-

speed of the baseline shared-memory
down the execution

We present results from
sharing and

time in each benchmark

Eqntntt performance.

Figure 4 shows that on the Eqntott benchmark, the shared-Ll cache
architecture enjoys a significant performance advantage compared
to the other architectures.

normalized

to the

processor. Each graph breaks

time in to the different

eled in the CPU and memory-system

Flgnre 4.

of the shared-Ll

with different

results for each application

Miss rates (%)

Mere.

To investigate

characteristics.

We present the Mipsy

L2

L1

the three cycle hit

on the performance
simulator.

d

bank conten-

mechanisms

mechanisms,

for three applications

LIR L1I L2R L21

on a CPU simulator

hiding

instruction
hiding

latency, and bank contention
architecture,

architecture

dnectly

for the shared-Ll

bit time. The motivation

the shared-Ll

that has no support

results

because we do not include

tion and we assume a l-cycle

CPU

because the CPU

system contributes

time. The Mipsy

are optimistic

the Mipsy

that take longer than a cycle.

Thus, all the time spent in the memory
to the total execution

using

to understand

operations

run-

3. F~st we present the

sources of delay mod-

models. Since over half of the

is devoted to the CPU, the graphs are trun-

architecture
memory

architectures

smrdl working
The LII

The low LIR

and the high LII

miss rate in the shared-Ll

miss rate in the shared-L2

indicate

is characterized

set and a high communication

to computation

with the other benchmarks.

to computation

tion of the graphs allows us to focus on the percentage of time spent

parallelized

inside the inner, vector comparison

waiting

this loop is executed, the four processors

for delays caused by various portions

time. This por-

of the memory

sys-
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by a
ratio.

miss rate of 17. may not seem very high, but we shall see

that it is high compared
munication

cated, and only show the top 50’%0of the execution

and shared-

that Eqntott

The high com-

ratio is due to the fact that Eqntott
loop. Every

synchronize

is

time

at a barrier

and the master processor transmits
of the vectors being compared
perform

their portion

of the comparison.

tecture, these copy operations
from

copies of the last three quarters

to the slave processors

so they can

Whh the shared-Ll

are free-all

processors

archi-

are reading

the same L1 caches, and can read the information

without

any overhead.

architectures,

however,

With

the shared-L2

the vectors must

directly

from

conflict

architecture.

To verify

that the high L2 miss rate is due to

misses we increased the set associativity

When the L2 cache is 4-way
10% which

is similar

tures. MP3D

set associative,

the L1

cache of the master processor to the L1 caches of each slave. This

of the L2 cache.

the miss rate drops to

to the miss rates of the other two architec-

demonstrates

that there are applications

patterns that can cause the shared-Ll

and shared-memory

be copied

memory

even when the application

mchitectnre

has a significant

with reference

to perform

poorly

amount of shared read-

write data.

operation requires several cache misses in each of the slaves, slowing down the machines
required

proportionally

to the communication

for each of these cache misses. With

advantage enjoyed by the shared-Ll

architecture

nounced because the L1 cache replacement
communication

miss time a smaller

time

a larger data set the
would be less pro-

misses would make the

percentage

of the total execu-

tion time.
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Figure 6.

w

Miss rates (%)

Ocean performance.

m

L2

L1

The performance
large numbers
bandwidth

Mtsa rates (%)

Mere.

required

architecture
MP3D performance.

contention

to support

of MP3D

shown in Figure

5, provides

as a parallel

application

fic; however,
nated

result. MP3D

the L1 miss rates of all three architectures
misses

(LIR).

This

there is a lot of communication

cache lines are replaced
miss rate for shared-Ll

before

different

sets of MP3D

by invalidation

requirements
architecture

the processors
The LIR

low which means hat

all the

6. Ocean causes
The large

puts the shared-L2

because its narrower

buses provide

cache has a higher hit time. The

at the L2 cache caused by the write-through

architecture.

The shared-Ll

losses through

L1 caches. Only a relatively

cache misses are required

of

architectures

avoid

the use of wider

buses

small proportion

of the

for communication

only a small amount of communication

policy

of the shared-L2

and shared-memory

most of these performance
and write-back

the performance

purposes — there is

required

at the edges of the

four 65x65 subgrids assigned to each processor compared

with the

amount of work within

architec-

each subgrid — the shared-cache

tures do not offer much advantage
tecture.

The net result

architecture

performs

over the shared-memory

of all these effects

slightly

tecture and the shared-L2

archi-

is that the shared-Ll

better than the shared-memory

architecture

performs

slightly

archi-

worse.

tit into the 2 MB L2 cache. We see
architecture

misses

due to the heavy

of the application.

The communication

tage that the shsred-L2

is domithat even

that the references from

that the L2 miss rate of the shared-memory
nated

traf-

in the L1 cache. The L2R miss

cache is relatively

working

between

is

is over twice the miss rate of

which indicates

processors are conflicting

important

indicates

they can be invalidated.

architecture

the other two architectures
rate of shared-L2

which

is known

with large amounts of communication

by replacements

though

on the three architectures,
an interesting

these misses

and the shared-L2

the L1 caches also degrades
The performance

in Figure

misses on all three architectures.

at a disadvantage

less bandwidth
Figure 5.

of Ocean is shown

of LIR

architecture

results in a significant

is domi-

communication
latency advan-

has over the shared-memory

performance

improvement.

This

Volpack

performance

characterized

is shown in Figure

by a low LIR

miss rate. Under these conditions
of the shared-Ll

architecture

ilar. These architectures

7. Volpack’s

behavior

miss rate of 1Yo and a negligible
the memory

system performance

and the shared-L2

both outperform

is
LII

architecture

is sim-

the shared-memory

archi-

performance
advantage does not extend to the shared-Ll
cache
because the L1 cache ie not kuge. enough to contain alt of the

tecture slightly because there is a non-negligible
L21 miss rate due
to communication
in the shared-memory
architecture. There is a

important

significant

working

causes a substantial
shared-Ll

sets of MP3D.

In fact, the high LIR

miss rate

increase in the L2R miss rate and causes the

architectures

to perform

much

worse than the shared-
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amount ofs ynchronization

in syncbronization

time provided

shows up as a reduction

in Volpack

and the reduction

by the shared cache architectures

in CPU time in the graph.

shared-L2

architecture

is not quite as good, but is considerably

ter than the shared-memory

bet-

architecture.
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4.2

Compiler

d

Volpeck
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w

Miss rates (%)

performance.

Parallelized
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L2

Miss rates (%)

Mere.

Applications
Figure 9.

FFT performance.

Figure 9 shows that the results from FFT are similar to those of Vol-

❑

~

65

3,..,..-—.— m“

LI

memory

~~

L2 Cache Stall

~

L2 Cache Cont.

&

LI DCache Stall

❑

L1 lCache Stall

❑

CPU

archkectures

4.3

The results
shown

from

in Figure

8, are similar

architecture.

large grain
all offer fairly

is even more fine-grained
important

working

the highest
architectures

LII

and OS Workload

...........................................................

90

u
g

Ear benchmark,

to the hand-parallelized

Eqntott

Ear has a negligible

cache architecture

sets fit completely

;
.-

80

~

,0

comxmmication.
architecture

no memory

system

❑

Memory Cont.
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L2 Cache Stall

~
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~
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❑
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E
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60

that all
50

and shared-memory

we study which

formance

of the shared-Ll

L1 miss

indicates

inside the L1 cach~ but it has

high rate of interprocessor
are ahnost

which

miss rate for the shamd-L2

of any of the applications

shared da@ the three

similar performance.

Miss rates (%)

parallelized

than Eqntott.

better than the

L2R and L21 misses

FFT shows that for applications

benclu-mwk, since both are very small, fine-grained parallel benchmarks that have a high ratio of communication
to computation. Ear
rate on the shared-Ll

and shared-L2

do slightly

sizes and little

100

Ear performance.

the automatically

7

the shared-Ll

due to increased

Multiprogramming

110

,g
Figure 8.

relatively

miss rates result in very similar

from

architecture

in the shared-memory
with

and LII

Both of these architectures

shared-memory

w

Mere.

the low LIR

system performance

architectures.

LIR Lll L2R L211

I

L2

pack. Again,

Memory Cont.

indicates

Consequently,
performance

L2

Mere.

_-l
2
;

0100
0140
0141

Miss rates (%)

a

the per-

on Ear is impressive:

strolls. The

L1

LI

Mfm.

there

Figure 10.

Mtdtiprogr

amtning

and OS workload

performance,

of the
The multiprogramming
tions we have considered
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and OS workload

differs

from the applica-

so far in that no user-level

data is shared

LI

L2

Mere.

L1

since the programs

arerunas

Petiormance

multiple

of&etim

independent

OS and workload

key difference

between

other applications
working

of multi-

on the three architectures.

the multiprogramming

and the

we

have

concentrated

on data references

in the previous

programming

the code path lengths in gcc compiler

workload,

applications.

than the other applications

amount of kernel activity

cache stall time,

whether the instruction

working

working

which

are

set is very

is an indicator

caches, is not important

(except Volpack),

but it takes up 9-10%

in the other applications
of the execution

time on

architecture

does not suffer

cache miss rate than the other architectures
is composed

of multiple
is comprised

small data working

superscala

the OS workload

pro@ssors.

has a much larger percentage

4.4 Dynamic

Superscalar

CPU Results

Using

our most detailed

dynamic

superscalar

we now include the effects of dynamic
cution and non-blocking
perfomnance.

memory

In addition,

cache provides

and lower communication

We select three applications
working

set and sharing

workload

exhibits

exe-

overall

the three cycle L1 hit

for the shared-Ll

architecture.

to evaluate under MXS
characteristics.

relatively

a higher

a minimal

Eqntott

this

medium

to high

working

sets, but exhibits

amount

and data working

run in different

of sharing

instruction

based on their

The multiprogramming

large instruction

amount

has moderate

that

of relatively

16% of the non-idle
overlap

of sharing.

occurs within

Finally,

sets

address spaces,

and data working

the kernel.

set sizes and a

Ear has small

a large amount of fine-grain

small processes

Figure

into the 64 K13

per cycle (IPC), of the three applications.

execution

time

processors

of the kernel data structures

and synchronization

system performance

and shared-memory

latency.

has slightly

architecture

of the shared-Ll
is similar.

shared-L2 architecture

The

architecshared-Ll

more L1 data cache stall time and slightly

less L2 cache stall time than the shared-memory
architecture

MXS,

speculative

references in determining

11 shows the relative performance,

data

sharing.

performs

architecture.

The

6$Z0worse than the shared-memory

measured in instructions
As described

in Section

2.1, we use a 2-way issue processor model with an ideal IPC of 2.
b addition

to the actual IPC achieved, we show the loss in IPC due

to data and instruction

cache stalls,

shared-Ll

the effects

architecture,

cache latency and L1 bank contention
The overall memory
architecture

CPU model,

scheduling,

we also include

latency and L1 bank contention

processes

is spent in the kernel. As the kernel executes on different

ture

of stores than the

other applications.

even though

independent

sets that fit comfortably

shared cache [21]. Furthermore,
the shared-Ll

ActuallPC

with each other in the L1 cache. The reason for this

is that the OS workload
with

■

with no sharing since the programs

workload.

the shared-Ll

should contlict

Pipeline Stall

Mere.

L2

witidyntic

although

workload

~;j

of

set fits into the separate 16KB pro-

cessor instruction

the multiprogramming

In the multi-

and there is a significant

and so the instruction

large. The instruction

LIR

lCache Stall

in this study is the large size of the instruction

set. So far

Surprisingly,

~

Another

workload

because these dominate
much longer

DCache Stall

Ear

wchit=ties

processes with

separate address spaces. Figure 10 shows the performan~
programming

LI

Eqnton

Multiprogramming

Figurell.

Mere,

L2

&

Using IPC to compare performance
sor architectures
cute

different

synchronization
actual application

can be problematic
numbers

of

and pipeline

stalk.

of the additional

For the

shared-Ll

are counted as pipeline
between different

stalls.

multiproces-

because the architeetnres
instructions

depending

exeon

time; however we find that the IPC results track the
performance.

due to the added cost of L1 cache misses and the con-

tention at the L2 cache ports caused by write data from the write-

We focus

first

through

workload.

Comparing

L1 data cache. The port contention

is significant

because

on the results

of the multiprogramming

the detailed

results (see Figure 10) we see that the shared-memory
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and OS

CPU results to the simple CPU
architecture

now outperforms

the shared-Ll

architecture

mance gap between the shared-memory
ture has widened

b y 1770 and the perfor-

and the shared-L2

architec-

to 33~0. The reason for this is that there is little or

no interprocessor

communication

amming

in the multiprogr

work-

load, so the cost of sharing the cache leads to performance
In the case of the shared-Ll

architecture,

the cost of sharing

cache is the three cycle L1 hit time which
to pipeline

stalls. For the shared-L2

losses are due to limited

the

levels of the memory
characteristics

architectures

with parallel

our attention

to Eqntott,

the performance

ture performs

18% better than the shared-memory

the shared-L2

architecture

mance of the three architectures
lation

architec-

architecture

and

12% better. Thus, the perfor-

stays in the same order as the simu-

results with the simple CPU model (see Figure 41 however,

the performance

gap between

shared-memory
inclusion

architecture

the shared-Ll

has narrowed;

architecture

and the

again, this is due to the

applications

11 shows that Ear’s instruction

cache and data cache

and Eqntott

cations
little
fist

or no interprocessor

communication.

class we find that the shared-Ll

forms the shared-memory
exception

is MP3D

due to conflict

architecture.

third class, contrary

to conventional

CPU model

results

stalk occurs due to the additional

sor’s dynamic

instruction

scheduling,

cache hit-time

hidden by the proces-

In contras~

the shared-L2

is also able to reduce the instruction

data cache stall times considerably,
the shared-Ll

shared-Ll

which is not completely

without

cache architecture.

achieves the best performance

in

cache and

the associated costs of

Thus, the shared-L2

architecture

overall.

the shared-Ll

performs

Finally,

for

way associative
important

working

sets of independent

processors so that the conflict

of multiprocessors

and multithreaded

caches have been proposed
and by Sohi, et al,
performance

processors.

by Dally,

in the wntext
Shared primary

miss rate of the shared-Ll
rates of the individual

[23] for Mukiscalar

processors;

however,

costs of the shared cache are not really

these proposals.

Nayfeh,

et. al., [15] evaluated

shared primary

cache for

a single

chip

than 32 Kbytes

adding

another

processor

addressed in

the performance

multiprocessors.

results showed that for a variety of applications

the
of

Their

at cache sizes larger

to a uniprocessor

chip

improves the performance
more than doubling
the cache stie.
TuIlsen, et. al., [24] described a shared primary cache for a processor with

simultaneous

mary caches with

multithreading.

separate primary

They compared

thread with a combined
threads are running
Though previous
knowledge

that the cache configuration

is a separate instruction

cache per

data cach~ however, when fewer than eight

some of the private

work has considered

caches are not used at all.

shared cache behavior,

to our

this is the first time a study of shared cache multiproces-

sors has been done using a detailed
ture, a complete

6

pri-

caches for up to eight threads

from separate processes and concluded
with the best overall performance

private

operating

and realistic

machine

system and vaxying application

architecdomains.

Conclusions

In this paper we compare
tectures

that could

These architectures

the performance

of three realistic

be used in a multiprocessor
demonstrate

the interconnection

archi-

microprocessor.
of processors

76

of

archi-

threads running

data cache is very similar

in the shared-Ll

communication,

architecture.

is MP3D

shared-L2
memory

for which

architecture
architecture

slightly

due to contention

memory

scheduling,

references,

for three applications
diminish

substantially,

of the relative
These MXS

in the third

class the

than the shared-

at the L2 cache ports.
we included

execution

for the shared-Ll
with

performance

both the shared-L2

1l% better

the effects

and non-blocking

as well as, the three cycle L1 cache hit latency

and L1 bank contention
that the relative

speculative

Again, the

performs

worse

but to a
latencies

archkecture.

For applications
performs

architecture

~chitecture,

the shared-L2

Sec-

it is handled very

communication

Using our most detailed CPU model, MXS,
of dynamic

to the miss

The shared-L2

gains of the shared-Ll

are a factor of ten larger than the shared-Ll
exception

2the

on different

data caches in the other architectures.

than the shared-memory.

et. aL, [8] for the M-machine

in the

the performance

miss rate is low. We noticed that the

lesser degree because the interprocessor
and investigated

applications

wisdom,

L1 data cache is large enough to accommodate

tracks the performance

Shared caches have been proposed

in the

lWO better than

better than the shared-memory

ond, when there is interprocessor

Related Work

The

tecture. There are two reasons for this. First, the shared 64KB

efficiently

5

is still slightly

out per-

(20-70%).

cache. For applications

architecture

the shared-memory

a large increase

usually

misses in the L2 cache caused

in going from the shared-memory

(see Figure 8). However,

with
in the

16?70worse than the shared-

misses in the shared-Ll

second class the shared-Ll

and appli-

For applications

substantially

performs

This is consistent

with the simple

and FFT that
workload

architecture

architecture

which

architecture

show that

communication

such as Ocean and the multiprogramming

cache architecture.

cache architecture

workoperat-

ystem simulator.

such as Volpack

have a moderate degree of interprocessor

stall times decrease substantially

and bank contention

amming

that have a high degree of interpro-

applications

to shared-Ll
pipeline

these

fall into three broad classes: applications

cessor communication,

memory

of the three cycle hit time and bank contention.
Figure

varying

on a commercial

Our results, obtained with the simple CPU model, Mipsy,

by contlict
Finally,

widely

a multiprog

running

ing system using SimOS and our memorys

the parallel

and bank contention.

we see that the shared-Ll

performs

with

that have been paralleliied

and with

are simulated

such as Ear, MP3D
Turning

applications

by hand and by a compiler,
load. All programs

hierarchy,

as a result. We have evaluated

increases the losses due

architecture,

L2 bandwidth

losses.

at dflerent

communication

different

and shared-memory

results indicate

predicted

Our results

characteristics

of the shared-Ll

even with dynamic

performance

architecture.

sharing

architecture

scheduling.

show
can

In contrast,

architectures

retain much

by the simple

CPU results.

that for pro~ams

which

exhibit

grained sharing, the shared-L2 cache architecture provides
performance benefits as the shsred-Ll architecture.

fine-

the same
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